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As of 2/3/23
Discord: 11,489
Reddit: 2,052
Firo Project: 4,682
Firo Trading: 1,295
Firo Mining: 293

Previous month
Discord: 11,513
Reddit: 2,046
Firo Project: 4,695
Firo Trading: 1.3k
Firo Mining: N/A

Difference
Discord: -24
Reddit: +6
Firo Project: -10
Firo Trading: -5

I would like to hear if you like this format better. I think this will be easier to help keep track, but 
without becoming overbearing in my reports. As we can see, numbers have continued the trend of 
dropping. Inexplicably, Reddit – for a reason I am not quite aware of – has increased in membership. 
Discord dropped quite drastically in comparison to Telegram in numbers; however, the explanation is 
that Anwar took some time out one day to go through memberships to eliminate bots/scam/spam that 
had slipped through the captcha or were stuck on the captcha and were obvious. Therefore this 
comparison is not precise, but I will say it wasn’t the same number of bans as we see membership loss 
above and merely contributed. 

I have successfully created the CFC Nomination thread and related material such as the blog post. I 
believe I have added each of you who have said you are re-running. If you are running for reelection, 
and you don’t see yourself on that list please let me know ASAP so I can add you to the list for 
reelection. I have to once again apologize that, because of all of this, my Reddit post about Firo tech 
has been delayed and has wound up on the back burner for now. I hope you all understand. I do have a 
partial draft of it, and will finish it once I am finished with the duties for the CFC Elections and 
upcoming tokenomics re-visitation discussions. This is not to say I will not be working on it at all, but 
it is currently the lowest priority.

I have created an off-topic channel for Firo on Telegram and had it bridged to the off-topic channel 
over on Discord. While I am really glad our community has become very friendly, and the casual 
conversation over in the main channel made everything feel more like a proper community, I did feel 
like it was necessary. My reasonings were that people, including myself, would enjoy talking about 
things that were too far off topic for the other channels, and this new channel gives everyone the 
freedom to do so without any concerns, but allows us to maintain the friendly chit chat of our 
community. Our off topic discussions would occasionally take away from more serious discussions and



topics. I was partially concerned that the membership loss – especially those that were leaving Firo 
Project channel, but remaining in other channels – such as Firo Trading – were indicators that the off 
topic conversations were driving people away. Perhaps because they could not read the discussions 
they wanted, or that it resulted in too many replies in chat making it harder for them to keep up with 
actual project developments, etc. 

The BPSAA has now setup the website in such a way that each project can provide news and quarterly 
reports. I will be taking on this responsibility and will be writing the news as well as the quarterly 
reports for them to the best of my ability. This has numerous potential benefits, including the fact that 
one of the individuals over there will be helping us find keywords/triggerwords to get such news and 
reports trending on search engines such as Google. 


